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INTRODUCTION

The study of language uses related to the mastering of action has become

a focus of special attention for those authors who study a child's first

language from a functional approach.

Halliday (1975) established, within his categorization system for language

functions, the instrumental, regulatory and interactive functions as beirg

responsible for the regulation of a chiJd's intxractlonwith its environment.

He distinguished the instrumentll function, related bo object requirements,

from the regulatory function, milted to actionrequirements and the interactive

function, which would exercise interactive control by means of "action

requirement" or "vocative" type utterances.

Other authors like Carter (1975), Dale (1980) and Barret (1980), in an

edlaustive entreration of de first uses of language, specify their regulatory

uses by means of categories of the tyre: "pment actionorcbj(xt requirement",

"action requirement", "transfer requirement", etc. McShane (1980) includes,

together with a "pragmatic function", in which those mechanisms aimed

to regulate other's action is included, the "interchange function" which

refers to those terms appearing during a child-adult interchange of objects,

situation.

Finally, Vila (1984) proposed a single category of regulation including

all those procedures used by children in thAr first language to regulate

joint action: procedures of attention, requirement and vocative gather the

uses of language about objects, actions or people in an attempt to direct

the course of interaction.

Joint action contexts constitute the natural scenes "par excelence" for

the practice of these first functions of language. These are situations

in which adult and child build and knock down a tower, put in and take

out an object repeatedly or transfer it from one to the other. In a joint

action situation, adult activity consiJts of specifying the formto regulate

it and ordering the child's sorrounding physical world in order to make

its distinctions evident.

In this way, the characteristics of these contexts, structu,Id and ruled

by a series of rules, "scaffold" the language acquisition process, making
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easier the incorporation of its grammatical distinctions.

Our work, centred on the "give and take" game, is an attempt to show the

role of this forma:: in the language tIcquisition process. Its study shows

the beginning and development of requirement techniques, the linguistic

elaboration of terms related to first actions and the emergence of the

first deictic terms.

METHOD

a) Subjects

Our three subjects Ma del Mar, Roger and Emilio, belong to medium/high

socio-cultural level families. Ma del Mar was incorporatld into the study

when she was 1;2. Emilio was 0;10 and Roger 0;5. Emilio speaks Castillian

exclusively in the family environment while Ma del Mar and RzeruseGatean

when speaking to their fathers.

b) Procedure

Subjects were video-taped at home every 2/3 weeks during periods of 45

min. of adult-child interaction. Most sessions had an emphasis on the

mothers, although on several occasions, fathers or both parents, took

part in the Interaction. Adults were told that we were carrying out a

study on bilingualism, they were not given any instructions.

All material obtained was transcribed following a 4 colums system where

adult language, child language and both non-verbal behaviours 'cam specified.

All those situations in which adult and child were jointly engaged on

an object or an interchange activity were considered IpiNeandi tale" contects.

The context begins very early and by the first year of life children master

their rules on Roger and Emilio data, teine, ampletaiwith those of interest

from Ma del Mar situations.

RESULTS

Results cover different sections. First, wo remark on global aspects of
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situations implying constitution, development and implication of its

particLpants. Secondly, we study the inplications of the contizmt for linguistic

and concrptual elaboration of terms associated with first actions and

especially of the use of deictic reference.

The beginning of the "give and take" game situations in the Toni-Roger

couple takes place at 0:5,5 when during the course ofaction, the adult

shows a commonly encountered object to the child to obtain his attention.

OBSERVATION I : Roger 10;5,5

(Roger is sitting in a chair after lunch )

(lifts tle belt 14h1ch

ties &ger to the chair)

(shows the belt o R)

(waves the belt in

front of Ws face)

M: mire/ Onotionless,D

M: tana/la carrea de (motionless,

tu Gala que te gusta (50 )
tanto/D

mtra/x/C1

ah(:)/ (stretcles his

arm taaard.s the

telt)

(leaves the belt) M: (1/ cfe 1:cnita es/ (tales the belt,

ORID

athl ing/

itI

(l e holds de

belt)

Theinteractlyeactivity within this first moments of the format is directed

to the training of Roger as "taker". The procedures so used by adult are

basically centred on maintenance of attention through waving and drawing

the object closer touching his body with it and the offering, made by

the use of the terms toms (take(this)) o ten (have(this)).

The baby-talk used during the situation is exclusively employed with tlese

functions, including, besides the offering terms, attention vocatives

like mira (look) or comments for its maintenance like oh, que bonito es

(oh, how nice it is).

In these sessions the "attempt" of getting on Roger's pmd:isnot an ecplicit

requirement. His gaze does not seek out the adult but is centred on the
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object. His mother provokes this attempt by considering the child's arm

stretching in acommunicative way, assuring, therefore, the object transfer.

One month later, Toni introduces a new mechanism to train Roger in object

recption.

OBSERVATION II : Ro&er (0;6,1)

tges a wrien

ckg )

(lames the dp1) M:miradfl

(jxesentstbeckg M: tainAlg

toR)

(withiruastheckg M:VmvpApe be
alwq formhisfam) cage/jE

(Ixesentsemd M venp/g
withrkwas tre clog)

(off4a-s the dcg) venga/tcrin/

(motIonless,N)

(noticin1i3ss,

(stretches his atm

to4atris U dcg,
2p)

(takes d dcg,
EA)

Her activity now includes, together with utterances like venga (come on),

va (come), celelo, c6jela (hold it), etc, a series of movements for the

maintenace of attention which constitute a whole strategy of "incitation

to action". Roger shows similar behaviour to that of one month earlier.

There are no signs of Roger consideration of the adult as an agent and,

therefore, capable of helping him with his attempts to get the objects.

When Roger is 0;6,13 there are no important variations respecting the
IIIgive and take" game. However, Toni starts a new form of joint action

with Roger. The situation, which takes place as a game (mother and child

alternatively strike a cushion with their hands) is the first moment in

which Toni makes Roger know she is a potential agmtof actions. TivasiWation

structure is marked linguistically by the adult's baby-talk. It's not

a "give and take" context in its literal onre, toLtithas the same structure

and precedes the mother's attempts to make Roger a "giver" of objects.

Toni uses a vocative of attention, mira (look), to call Roger's attention
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to her action (beating the cushion). Then, she gives her turn to Roger

by means of the word tu (you), while she "scaffolds" his improbable

behaviour holding his hand and directinc it towards the cushion so as

to strike it together. She marks, then, Roger's "action" with the term

pam, repeating it several times. This permanent repetition of equi.alent

terms makes possible the incorporation of the terms as a part of dx:Whple

situation, helping to fix its pattern, and to section it. In this way

its use implies the taking of a turn which, itself, invites the other

participant to take the following turn.

Terms used by Toni durtng this period refer exclusively to her efforts

to make Roger become a good "taker". FIGURE I shows the distribution of

these terms between the moment the format appears (0;5,5) andtha0;6,13.

FIGURE I

Distribution of Toni's language in the

"give and take" game between 0;5,5 aLd 0;6,13

Edad Ten Toma Toma Toma Tome TOTAL

el/la X tu x

0;5,5 0 3 1 0 0 4

0;6,1 1 42 1 2 1 47
0;6,13 1 11 1 0 1 14

TOTAL 2 56 3 2 2 65

The form toma (take (this)) appears inflected (tom-a) is the main mxhardsm

used by Toni to mark her offerings. Its grammatical specification, form

the double view of semantic and pragnatic inplications, remarks the objective

of the mother's effort during this period. Later on, when Roger is 0;8,0

new issues in the development of the format appear:

OBSERVATION III: Roger 10;8,0

(Roger and his mother play with a set of keys)

(Stretches his arm

toumrds the keys,

EkeJ)



(puts the keys at

Rcg's arm's t)

(pulls the keys cut)

avverga/
farteAciki

14: wn&3/x/

M: fuerte cpe ne

las Uevo/ LE

come que te las

qpito/ay x/K/x/

(lcrAers her arm with Mathy/E1

the leys)

(shags ler open hani

to R)

ltr/dare/

(takes a ley, pulls

it up)

H: ve.rgaix/

(levels, stretches his arm

towards the keys, keys )

(tales tle keys,

(levels, ;ails tle leys

(aV: pulls tlE lays

ikeys I )

(Fulls the leYs,

OE lEePs the keYs tkeysi

(touches M harri with his

hans, 1M's hand) )

(laugas, pilTh t1 keys,

VeYS1 )

Onde x lemd, tle mother's efforts start to produce a good nasult and Roger begirs to

laud' the alult as a mars of getting Ids ollodectke, that is to say, as an agent of an

actdon as well as a receptor of it. Roger not only stretches his arm to

get the objects Toni offers him in an attractive wey but he starts using

this procedure independently stretching his arm to arlyol*dtofhisirteat,

shown or not by his mother. This behaviour, is accompanied by an alternate

look object-adult in search of an Explicit: swportfiarlthe adult by treating

her as an agent of action. This marks the beginning of the requirement

techniques.

On the other hand, the alult increases Roger's possibilities as an agent

of actions: diversifies her "incitations to action" (c6jelo, c6jelos,

c6jelc fuerte, tira fuerte, corre (run), etc.), marks linguistically (by

means of the term dame) her requirements of action and decreases the

attention maintenance phase length previous to the offering phase.

At this moment of the format development the relatiotthiptetwaannaldremr±s,

and, offerings starts varying tending to equal one another.
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FIGURE II

Relation between offering and requirement

Age Oqering Requirement Total

0;5,5 4 0 4

0;6,1 48 0 48
0;6,13 14 0 14

0;8,0 24 3 27

0;10,22 15 11 26

TOTAL 105 14 119

This mother activity provokes important changes for the whole of the

interactive situation. Roger can now iniciate cycles by himself.Themefore,

joint action situations start having on interchange structure. The next

observation, at the age of 0;10,22, marks the bvinnirg of the dtlaracumistic

"give and take".

(nnes lnr heal

fcoard)

(tales tJE hall)

(tales the ball)

(pushes the ball

toanxlsR)

OBSERVATION IV: Roger 0;10,22

(Roger and mother play with a ball)

M: tfrarela/

M: Vengt/

Velcital

R:eaua/

(cakes tle ball, )

(ivlTh the 1,011,

)

(mtioaRse, 0701 )

(learn forward)

(p_ills tail, )

(motitmless, (113111 )

The chnd's interest, now, is no longer centred on retaining the object,

but on participating in actions where the object is rapidly transferred.

The time during which the child holds the object keeps on reducing and

juxtaposed vocalizations start appearing in the action of giving or-Uidrg.
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The adult , on her part, decreases, even more, ft offering glace (iminteerxm

of atteAtion), starting to diverut y her requirements by the incorporation

of new verbs (tirar (thro,.) for instance). It is the beginning of symmtgy

in the interaction.

At the age of 0;11,9, Roger produces his first linguistic terms in the

"give and take" situation:

(nwes ber harrl

cutstretched)

OBSERVATION V: Roger (0;11,9)

(Roger and mother with several toys)

M: dam/Di (lb hes a ,,,tea in his

band le slakes it,

cste )

(=tireless, :31.v*Fe )

(turns bi. s face rani,

s beg )

(turns his head rrf

)

(Shakes ft uilmel,

)

(stretches her hand) it &ger/darrea (lifts ft wbeel,

rcti_j_e )

(takes ft 1.,11.1)

(awroaches Imr

face)

(offers ft uteel

to R)

td/raietil

Gracias/ fl
M: gracias/ Ot

Ibtare/para ti/

R: td/D

M: ya estd/toma/

para ti/rn

(gives ft wheel)

(notionless, )

0.tioniess,

(ptioniess, )

(turns his head)

(turns his head)

ya esta/111 (stretches his head)

M: vale/para ti/ (tcuchas the caheel,

uninel )

Roger pronounces td at the moment of giving and as a rejection to =time
the action. Toni, understands it especially the second, as ya esti (finished)
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wbich is clearly produced when he gets the object afixr demotheescff

This use marks the generalization of this utterance (or its phonetic

reduction tA), characteristic of highly structured situat ions usually

related co subsistence functions (dinner, washing, dressing, etc). Roger

generalizes this mechanism to regulate his action with the adult, using

it to mark an action (give and get) or as a rejection, in the sense of

stopping the action.

Toni, on her side, starts to introduce a vast variety of pronominal uses

with deictic reference which specify her requirements and offerings, as

well as her "imitations to action" (para ti (for you), for example).

When Roger is one year old (1;0,8), he begins to meet the more complex

requirements of the adult.

(extending her

open lend to R)

(extends trr open

hand to R)

(P gives the lighter

to Roger)

OBSERVATION VI: Roger (1;0,8)

(Roger has a lighter in his hand)

M: a ver

a ver/x/

M: caarelo/x/

dcna-li a la

mama/

(climb a rani)

korre/corre/

(tales the lighter) H: gracias/

1 1

ah (:)/

cm

I. ah (:)/

El

with tie lighter,

(lifts head)

(leaves lighter on

tie cofa and approaches

MJID )

(turns rani,

)

(takes the lighter,

Uieter) )

(turns to M with tie

lighter, tr4 )

(gLves the lighter

to M )



Roger is now able to participate in "give and take" routines of two people

or more, which diversifies the amount and quality of joirct aciticn, pmmits

a wider pronominal use (dona-li (give it to her), dale, dime (tell me))

use and makes possible the establishment of comments about the action,

together with the introduction of terms of place.

Once Roger has met the different requirements mainly formulated by the

term dame, the adult introduces a new form of requirement:

OBSERVATION VII: Roger (1;1,21)

(Roger and mother play with a chicken)

(shows the Chicken to

M )

(Extends the open

hand to R)

N: 1te IA das?/

(eoztends zl,e chicken

to )

Linguistic marking now is different. The interrogative tone does not imply

a use limited to a question, but the adult uses it to accomplish many

other functions such as, for example, the requirement. This use increases

in the three mothers studied from approximately the 15th month:

FIGURE III

Increase of requirements in interrogative

tone in adult's speech, used in the "give

and take" game between 12 and 18 months

Beg. Req. en %de Req.

totales tono tono

12-15 MP Je36s 7 0 0

ueses Tbni 38 1 2.63

InAs 14 1 7.14

15-1 MP Jes6s 52 6 11.54

meses Tbni 6 2 33.33

In6s 24 9 37.50
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With the progression of the format new terms to regulate joint action

appear in the adult's speech: the group of possessive terms (ten la tuya

(have yours), mio (mine), no es tuyo (is not yours), etc), the ftrellaatbms,

basically by the distinction este/aquel (this/that) and a vast number

of terms of place: aqui (here), allá no (not there), ven aqui (come here)

The use of the term ten (have (this)) is of great interest in the study

of the problems facing the child in relation to deictic reference. Our

three subjects, at a concrete moment in their development used iaxmvectly

this term. Ten is used by the infant when it ..eceives the object, and

generalising its use, when it wants the object.

The explanation for this fact comes from the use of the temlsoildts

employ. From the beginning of the "give and take" sequences there was

a difference in the use of the terms ten (have (this)) and toma (take

(this)) in our three subjects. Toma is used in the offering phase, =ally

linked to the maintenance of attention, while ten appears associated to

the action in which the infant receives an object, the adult transfers

it, and, therefore, it is not strange that the same child using ten as

an object requirement uses it when transfering the object to ara1'm7a1u1t.

The infant learns that two actions (giving b one person and taking by

the oner) are implied in the term ten, but it implies a single directice,

from the agent to the receiver. The use of dame which tavolves the same

actions, implies the opposite direction, from the receiver to the agent.

The adult's use of both terms is, as we have seen, distant in time as

the adult "makes", first a good recet-ic- of the child, thereforl, the

term ten, is more frequent in the adult's speech and, aboveadl, its meaning

within the action is understood much earlier than dame, making posf'ble,

consequently, its earlier tncorporation into the infant's vocabulary.

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of the joint action situations specified in the study of

the "g-kre and take" game reveals as very impoortant for th:dhild thielablraion

of a series of concepts which have a liagUistic correspondence. When the

cbild has a good command of them, It is able to master one of the most

important factions of language: to regulate anybody else's behaviour.
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From the first moments of life children find themselves involved in joint

action routines, highly ranked, which progressive mastering represents

a true "pragmatic learning".

To participate in a joint action context, "give and take" in this case,

implies the knowledge of a series of rules which became explicit by "I

give, you get", then, "you give, I get", etc. Besides, the setting of

the game, the probability of keeping the object, the unwillingness to

transfer it, etc, must be specified. The practice of this activity allows

the infant to dominate the course of action in such a way that from a

concrete moment, the child participates actively in these routines using

a vast set of communicative procedures to regulate its activity wi-h the

adult. There are mechanisms such as "extending the arm" as an attempt

to take the object, "showing an object" to attract the adult's attention

and start the game, and lexical utterances such as, ten (have (this)),

toma (take (this)) or ya estA (finished). With time, these are gavia1:11%1

in similar situations, becoming what we call "reguEatory categories".

The requirement, as we have seen, implies the knowledge of the adult as

an agent, but, also the knowledge of itsefl as such, for instance, when

the child invites the adult to participate in a joint action. The child

must elaborate, therefore, notions such as agent, action, receiver, plac,

possession, etc, establishing, in this way, a whole variety of distinctiors

are about its physical environment. Such distinctions are usually

linguistically marked in the adult's language by means of Cm! 3pacificat1 cns

with which the grammar contributes to the linguistic code (e.g.infkctioning-

non-inflectioning) making easier the access to grammatical specifications

which mark semantic relations.

Sometimes, these acquisitions imply some incorrect uses because the child

does not master all the semantic aspects involved, obliging a prior

restructuring of the functional scope. That is the case in the use of

the first deictic couples ten (have this) and dame (Eamenm), vilose firrictUral

elaboration is above within the format.

Finally, we must mention the condition of linguistic "melting pot" that

these contexts have. Once the mastering of its fundamental rules isrealled,

it produces a progressive expansion to a vast number of aUxotions, allcwing

a greater linguistic complexity and extent by means of the "comment"

productions on the "theme", already shared by both participants. In this

way, the diversification of these formats emphasizes even more, the role
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as agents which facilitate the language acquisition process.
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